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Abstract 
 

Iceland is a monolingual state facing the challenge of maintaining a strong national 

identity while faced with the potential threat of English quickly becoming a lingua franca. 

Higher education institutions must maintain and protect the Icelandic language and culture, 

simultaneously building an internationally recognized image, hence the many inconsistencies 

between the language policy and the goals these institutions have set in place. This review 

seeks to identify and discuss inconsistencies found in the language and strategic policies of 

the three main universities in Iceland that are aimed at international collaboration and how 

the rise in English as lingua franca in Iceland has left foreign and international students 

struggling to find their place at university. Equally important, the review discusses the 

inequities international students experience at the University of Akureyri, University of 

Iceland and Reykjavík University respectively.  The aforementioned universities operate on a 

parallel code system in which the receptive and productive languages are not the same, 

meaning that textbooks and reading material is in English whereas teaching is conducted in 

Icelandic. However, these institutions fail to recognize the cognitive and emotional 

constraints the parallel code system has on both international and native students. The 

universities promote the idea of internationalization without the necessary provision of 

resources to accommodate a non-native audience i.e. international students. Furthermore, the 

review points out how the word “international” may be miscommunicated. The research 

reviewed in this paper presents that only a few courses are taught in English at undergraduate 

level and 90% of the textbooks are in English. Finally, there is a need to recognize that all 

students deserve equal opportunities and access to a variety of study programs in English, this 

will result in students having the academic freedom to make choices that better align with 

their personal goals and accommodate their academic needs.   
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1 Introduction 
 

First years of university ought to be a time to explore, be creative, dig deep into 

oneself and discover what students want to do despite the struggles that comes with the 

transition from high school to first years of higher education. Students are drawn to 

international universities due to their high standards, quality of education and the endless 

opportunities they offer. Having your name attached to a highly recognized international 

university, automatically opens doors and a seat at the table in any career field. As young 

high school graduates, students often do not comprehend how serious university policies are 

until they are faced with the challenges. Like most European universities, Icelandic 

universities base their policies on the dual language use, in which the native language takes 

precedence. As a result, foreign and international students struggle with the language barrier 

in addition to the general difficulties of starting higher education. Furthermore, universities in 

Iceland have strategies that aim at creative pursuit of knowledge among students and 

encourage them to seize the opportunities and resources provided but fail to recognize the 

cognitive and emotional constraints caused by dual-language processing and most 

importantly the inequitable resources for foreign students. Higher education is the first step 

towards becoming who students want to be as individuals in a certain community and they 

should all be given equal opportunities and access whether a student is native or foreign. 

Moreover, at university level students should be provided with equitable resources that would 

aid them in shaping their future. For example, English exams/assignments for students who 

are not proficient in academic Icelandic or the native language of any other country.  

This thesis will discuss reasons why English is very important at Higher education 

level, in day-to-day life and most importantly the access and opportunities it provides for all 

students. However, in Iceland, Icelandic is the main language at universities and there is an 

inequity of opportunities for foreign students who may know the Icelandic language but are 

not proficient in the academic Icelandic. Following this introduction, chapter 2 reviews the 

general language policy in Iceland, followed by the language policy at the three universities 

in the country, namely, University of Iceland, Akureyri and Reykjavik. Next, chapter 3 

presents the importance of English, the role it plays as lingua franca in Iceland and how it is 

accommodated at higher education institutions. Finally, chapter 4 identifies and discuss the 

policies and strategies set forth by the University of Iceland, University of Akureyri and 

finally University of Reykjavík. Further on, the review delves more into the strategies the 
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University of Iceland has set forth and question whether these policies are followed, 

maintained and why the dual-language system of English textbooks and Icelandic lectures has 

left students struggling academically. This review seeks to identify and discuss 

inconsistencies found in the language and strategic policies of the three main universities in 

Iceland that are aimed at international collaboration and how the rise in English as lingua 

franca in Iceland has left foreign and international students struggling to find their place at 

university.  
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2 language policy 
 

Many countries have language policies designed to promote a language or languages 

used in a country. These decisions are often officially made by the government due to social 

and political reasons, which include reasons for protectionist language views and language 

maintenance. This chapter introduces the general language policy in Iceland, followed by the 

language policy at three different universities in the country and what that means for foreign 

students. This chapter will further identify the Alþingi (parliament) and the Icelandic 

Language Council as the main bodies and decision makers of matters concerning language 

policy in the country.  

 

2.1 Language maintenance and general policy in Iceland 

 
Icelandic is the main and official language in Iceland, it is recognized and maintained 

as such by the Icelandic government body and generally everyone living in Iceland is 

expected to learn and know the language. According to Geir Sigurðsson et al. (2019), around 

the 19th century purism developed and became an active language policy in Iceland (p.9). 

Furthermore, Ari Kristinsson (2019) states that “with regard to dominant language attitudes 

in Iceland, the Icelandic speech community is perceived to have a protectionist language 

culture” (p. 247). The Alþingi, which directly translates to ‘parliament’ works closely with 

the Icelandic Language Council (Íslensk málnefnd) on language policy and strategies for the 

nation as whole.  In 2011, an official act was brought forward by Alþingi stating in Articles 1 

and 2 that Icelandic is the national and official language of the country and its people, thus 

the government authorities shall ensure that it is possible to use it in all areas of the life of the 

nation and that everyone who is a resident shall have the opportunity of using Icelandic for 

general participation (Alþingi, 2011).  

However, according to Hagstofan´s statistics for 2020, there are 8065 immigrants who 

arrived in the country between the years 1996-2020 (Statistics Iceland n.d.). Although, there 

has been an influx of immigrants over the past years, the official government policy on the 

integration of immigrants explicitly states the importance of Icelandic language proficiency 

and language protection from other influences one of which is English. One way this is done 

is through creation of neologisms, where over 40 committees produce neologisms without 

payment for their efforts because this is very important to the nation to maintain the language 

as it is (Amanda Hilmarsson-Dunn, 2006). Furthermore, Ari Kristinsson (2019) proceeds to 
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touch upon the issue of English influence and while there may be some influence, Icelandic is 

undoubtedly the principal day-to-day language. It is also the language of instruction at 

primary, secondary and the most common language of instruction at Icelandic Universities 

with 80% of the undergraduate courses in Icelandic (p.244). This is done to strengthen and 

maintain the Icelandic culture. For this protectionist language culture to be maintained, the 

universities work in cohesion the Icelandic language council, therefore having strict language 

policies set in place.  

 

2.2 Policies and strategies at the University of Iceland and other universities in the 

country 

 Icelandic is the default teaching language at the University of Iceland, Akureyri and 

Reykjavík, with the exception of language programs and few other English courses for 

exchange students. The general principal of the language policy at the University of Iceland 

is that the written and spoken language of the University is Icelandic. However, as the 

university is part of an international academic community, it shall accommodate the use of 

English in certain areas of the University such as international students and teachers 

(University of Iceland, language policy, n.d.). English is accommodated through a few 

exchange study courses that are taught in English and international students can choose from 

that. Furthermore, the policy states that “where international students are permitted to take 

courses taught in Icelandic in accordance with the course catalogue, teaching staff shall seek 

to accommodate them, although without changing the teaching language” (University of 

Iceland language policy, n.d.). Meaning that international students are allowed to some extent 

to take courses taught in Icelandic, with the exception that they may be allowed to take exams 

and write assignments in English. However, this depends on individual instructors and the 

language of instruction will remain the same. It further states that “mandatory undergraduate 

courses, except in language teaching and programs taught in English, shall as a rule be taught 

in Icelandic. Additionally, Icelandic shall be the default teaching language in postgraduate 

studies, except in language teaching” (University of Iceland, language policy, n.d.). This 

means that all other programs, i.e. business, medicine, law, education are taught in Icelandic 

and requires proficiency and only language programs, i.e. English BA shall be taught in 

English. In the Strategy of the University of Iceland 2016-2021, Academic freedom is listed as 

one of the values of the university, “academic freedom is the cornerstone of the University, 

promoting critical thinking, a creative pursuit of knowledge, tolerance and progress” 
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(Strategy of the University of Iceland 2016-2021, p. 4). This means that the university 

encourages students to allow their creativity to best serve their academic needs. Finally, the 

university aims at “preparing students for further study, participation in a democratic society 

and diverse professional fields, it strives to continuously develop teaching methods and 

learning facilities, encourage innovation in teaching, and strengthen relations between higher 

education and industry” (page 10).  

Similarly, Article 3 in language policy of University of Akureyri states that “UNAK 

operates within Icelandic society, in an Icelandic speech community and Icelandic is the 

official language of the University” (University of Akureyri, n.d.). Its further states that the 

University has a twofold role (Article 1), firstly its obligation to the Icelandic society in 

which its role is to lead by example in terms of teaching and strengthening the Icelandic 

language and culture. As a result: 

 students must be familiar with Icelandic terminology and place special emphasis on 

assimilating this terminology in cases where courses are taught in English or another foreign 

language, as students must be able to speak and write about their disciplines in their native 

language and thus support the educational role of the University within its own society 

(University of Akureyri, n.d.) 

 Secondly, enhancing the role of the University on an international level through 

exchange and collaboration with international universities. Finally, by default the language of 

instruction for exchange students who may have no background in Icelandic is also Icelandic. 

To be admitted students are required to demonstrate knowledge of the language of instruction 

because all bachelor’s degrees are taught in Icelandic. Although most schools offer some 

courses in English during the first semester of study, this is however subject to the approval 

of each school and individual instructors (University of Akureyri, admission requirements, 

n.d.). Likewise, under ‘studying at RU’ on the website of Reykjavík University, it is stated 

that: 

Reykjavík University (RU) is an international university. Teachers and other 

university staff have a good knowledge of English and are happy to use it to help 

those who do not understand Icelandic. At RU, undergraduate degrees are taught in 

Icelandic (Reykjavík University, n.d.) 

This implies that teachers acknowledge the fact that the university prides itself upon being an 

international institution, students from all over the world may apply and be a part of the RU 

community. Therefore, the stuff will be supportive of students who may need extra help with 

understanding Icelandic material. Similarly, RU also offers a few courses for exchange 
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students in which the language of instruction is English. Overall, all of the universities have 

similar language policies in which the native language takes precedence. To be admitted into 

study programs outside of language, there is a level of Icelandic proficiency expected. 

 

2.3 Foreign students access to universities in Iceland 

As the information in the previous sections shows, being linguistically competent in 

Icelandic plays a vital role in university admittance in all programs except programs that are 

language specific. Therefore, universities advise foreign and international students to take 

Icelandic preparatory courses before choosing a major that requires proficiency in Icelandic. 

The University of Iceland advises students to pursue courses in Icelandic as a Second 

language and students have the option of either completing a BA degree in Icelandic as a 

foreign language or a 60 ECT diploma depending on what studies the student needs to 

pursue. Due to these policies foreign students who are not proficient in academic Icelandic 

have a very limited list of programs to choose from and they are restricted to language 

programs only. Similarly, at the University of Akureyri exchange students are offered three 

choices as preparatory which are Icelandic as a foreign language, Icelandic nature and 

Icelandic society, history and culture (Preparation courses in Icelandic, University of 

Akureyri, n.d.). Finally, it appears that Reykjavík University does not offer Icelandic 

preparatory courses because there is insufficient information on the website in regards to this 

issue. 

 

2.4 Summary 

 In summary, the official language in Iceland is Icelandic and it seems that the nation 

works together as a whole to maintain the language and the language policy of the three 

universities highlights this relationship. It may be said that the higher education institutions 

are operating on a language protectionist view and as a result have set these strict language 

policies. However, all three universities collaborate internationally with other schools, and as 

a result accommodate English language use in terms of course material and provide a few 

English courses for exchange students.  Other than language programs, all other study 

programs are explicitly taught in Icelandic and academic proficiency is required to perform 

well in those programs. Essentially, to achieve the level of proficiency required foreign 

students are advised to take either a full Icelandic degree or preparatory courses prior to 

taking on undergraduate studies that are taught in Icelandic.  
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3 English as lingua franca and its rapid increase in Iceland: a country fighting to 

maintain national pride and language culture. 

 
Languages are a means of communication and connection to the world outside of 

ones’ own and having a common language such as English truly brings people from all 

around the world together.  Today, many people are making the choice and dedicating their 

time to learn English because it is widely spreading as the worlds global language with many 

opportunities attached to it. This section will discuss the spread of English and its importance 

globally, followed by its status and position as lingua franca in Iceland and the possible 

divided opinions it may seem to be causing among different industries in the nation. This 

section will further delve deeper into how difficult it could seem to accommodate the use of 

English into a nation fighting to maintain national identity as well as protection of its 

language and culture. The final sub-section will discuss the use of English at universities in 

Iceland and analyze the simultaneous parallel code system and its effects on both native and 

foreign students.  

 

3.1 Spread of English 

 

English spread may have started as a form of colonialism but today it is a powerful 

language that has captured the world and naturally everyone wants to have some access to 

this global commodity. People have been convinced and experienced by themselves why 

English is a necessity because it provides better career opportunities, travel experiences, 

creation of businesses and partnerships. Furthermore, English is the language of the Internet 

and almost everyone has access to the media, there is no escape from English influence. 

Lefever (2005) points out that “it is becoming ever more important for us to be able to 

successfully interact with people with other languages and cultures…making languages a 

means of open communication and providing access to people from diverse linguistic and 

cultural backgrounds” (p. 28-29) and English makes this interaction possible and easy.  

Furthermore, Coulmas (2013) states that:  

English is the language of choice if people want to reach out. In a world of 

instantaneous communication, English is the language that allows news to cross 
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linguistic and national boundaries, a powerful testimony that we live in one world… 

we share valuable information more easily and know about each other more readily 

than ever before (p. 245).  

These are some of the principal reasons why English is dominatingly strong in many 

countries. The need and desire to learn or to be encouraged to learn English runs deeper than 

simply what the government or politics says. It is also a personal and conscious choice that 

many people make, especially parents. Some parents make the conscious choice of 

encouraging their children to receive education in English because it is popular and widely 

spoken language in their individual communities and sometimes that means giving less 

attention to their mother tongue.  Furthermore, many children today are already exposed to 

English media and it may be harder to pull them away from that. In addition, Broddason 

(2006), says that “as children increase their computer use, English exposure can only grow” 

(as cited in Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir & Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2018, chapter 2, p. 23).  

Whereas some people may celebrate and embrace the new experiences and 

opportunities brought by globalization through English influence others condemn it. Coulmas 

(2013), says: 

others have denounced the diffusion of English around the globe as a residue of 

colonialism and the spearhead of US imperialism that erodes personal and collective 

identities, alienates people from their cultural roots, obliterates linguistic diversity and 

paves way for the Americanization of the world (p. 245).  

English has affected people and nations in different ways, therefore the views on English 

influence and the ways it is utilized differs. While some countries may embrace the changes 

English brings, others may accommodate the use of English to a certain extent but also keep 

in from making a shift in terms of native language use, such is the case for Iceland.  

3.2 English as lingua franca in Iceland 

Languages are a way of determining who people are as different individuals, societies 

and nations. Languages give people a sense of national pride, identity and culture. According 

to Pállsson (1989), “Icelanders have traditionally defined themselves by their language and 

literature” (as cited in Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir & Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2018, chapter 1, p.2.). 

Sometimes people may be afraid of getting detached from their native roots, therefore they 
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fight to protect and maintain the relationship with the past and origins of their native 

languages. As stated in chapter 2, there is a strong sense of language identity and purism in 

Iceland therefore it is a duty to higher education institutions (HEIs) to work in cohesion with 

the Icelandic Language Council (Íslensk málnefnd). Although, HEIs are accommodating the 

use of English there is a resistance to fully adapt to the changes that come with English 

influence. Further on, it seems that HEIs do not fully want to embrace and grow with the 

language change. According to Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir (2018), “Icelandic language and 

educational policies have not kept up with the rapid growth in English use and they are much 

more conservative” (p. 146-147). This strong sense of national identity and language may be 

one of the main reasons for resisting change.  

Iceland has a strong national identity and would prefer if it is kept as such, especially 

when it comes to the Icelandic language. Hallfríður Þórarinsdottir (2011), points out that “in 

the spirit of linguistic nationalism, language, nation and country, have in Iceland been 

regarded as inseparable entities” (p. 337). Furthermore, there is a common phrase that is 

widely emphasized upon within the Icelandic community, “One people, One tongue” which 

is driven by the desire to maintain cohesion within the community and maintain clear 

boundaries from outside (Geir Sigurðsson et al, 2019). Similarly, Haraldsson (2005) says “the 

language is necessary for us to maintain our identity, it is part of us being a nation and our 

history and uniqueness is tied to our language and preserved in our language” (as cited in 

Amanda Hilmarsson-Dunn ,2006).  Having kept the Icelandic language and culture clear of 

foreign influence for a long time, the realization that English influence is increasing as well 

as its role as lingua franca may seem threatening. 

 However, English has become a lingua Franca in Iceland due to both social and 

economic reasons. Mufwene Sangol (2010), defines the term lingua franca as “language used 

as a means of communication between populations speaking vernaculars that are not mutually 

intelligible” (para. 1). One of many social reasons is the rise in number of immigrants today. 

Many people come to Iceland to mostly work but over time they settle and make it their 

home, but their language of communication is mostly English. Many companies in Iceland 

hire people from all around Europe and it is an advantage to be able to communicate in 

English. In addition, English helps in building connections and communication with people 

all around the globe. In the same way, English links and gives Iceland unlimited access to 

Europe and the rest of the world at large. Further on, Lefever (2009) points out that “during 
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the last twenty years the use of English throughout the world has increased both in magnitude 

and nature. It now has a special role in many countries and has emerged as perhaps the 

world’s first truly global language” (p.107). The rapid increase in English is undoubtedly 

making its way into the daily lives of Icelandic people, through television, social media, 

games etc. Mostly influencing the younger generation. For example, in a national survey 

conducted by the Ministry of Education in 2001, on the use of foreign language in Iceland, of 

the 732 respondents about 96% of 18–29-year old’s said they use English more than any 

other language apart from Icelandic (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2018, 

p.40).  Additionally, Amanda Hilmarsson-Dunn (2009), states that many participants from 

Iceland “perceived English to be useful and important” (p.50).  

Undoubtedly, there has been a clear shift in the paradigm of language education 

because English language teaching is taking precedence as the first foreign language taught in 

primary and secondary schools. According to the national curriculum guide, English plays a 

key role in international relations in areas of politics, business and education, as a result the 

entry level of English instruction has been lowered from 5th to 4th grade (as cited in Lefever, 

2009, p. 112). The curriculum encourages the need to start teaching English at an early age to 

prepare learners well before university because most of the study material is in English.  

Although, Iceland has a strong foundation in terms of its national identity and 

language, there is a possibility that in the future more people will embrace and accept 

English. For example, a large number of Icelanders use English in business, education and 

accessing information through the internet (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir & Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 

2018). According to Geir Sigurðsson et al. (2019), there is a difference in opinions among 

Icelanders in terms of English as a utility language. It states, “many also say you should use 

less English in your Icelandic while others emphasize the importance of English saying you 

should use more English at work and increased international communications make English 

necessary” (p. 5). The difference in opinions suggests that there are certain people who have 

embraced the use of English and are ready to make the necessary changes.  

Even though, the country fights hard to keep its language and national identity 

untouched it is almost an impossible battle to win because the younger generation has already 

started borrowing words from English and integrate it into their daily speech. This may 

contradict the “the image of pure language, uncontaminated by foreign influence” (Ottósson, 

1990 as cited in Hallfríður Þórarinsdottir 2011,p. 379). Young people in Iceland want to 
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relate and connect with other young people around the world, aiming to explore and learn 

about things outside of their immediate environment. English provides them with that 

opportunity. It is unquestionably important to protect and keep a part of people’s own 

cultures and languages because it is who they are and gives a sense of national identity. At 

the same time it is just as important to realize that to be able to interact with the outside 

world, there is a need for accommodation of English, not only for economic benefit but also 

for students as they embark on their higher education journeys.   

3.3 English at University 

 
The way English is integrated into Higher Education institutions in Iceland is that 

textbooks and course material is provided in English whereas the lectures are in Icelandic for 

courses that are not language specific such as sciences, education etc. The term Simultaneous 

parallel code distinctly describes the aforementioned system of dual language use in 

classrooms. It is a term coined by Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir (2010) and 

it refers to a learning situation where the receptive language and productive language are not 

the same (Fabricius and Preisler 2015, chapter 7, p. 143). Additionally, in her survey 

Arnbjörnsdóttir (2009), found that approximately 90 percent of the textbooks at the university 

of Iceland are in English (as cited in Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir, 2018, 

chapter 7, p. 149). Reasons why there is an increase in the use of English textbooks and the 

English language in general at the University of Iceland is that firstly, it is not cost effective 

to translate all material. Secondly, the university has set objectives that need to be achieved. 

These objectives are, the long-term goal to becoming one of the top 100 universities in the 

world, to double the number of scientific articles in leading international peer-reviewed 

journals and strengthening international research collaborations/exchanges and offer more 

English medium programs (Strategic plan of the University of Iceland 2011-2016). This 

generally requires the use of English, especially in research writing. 

While the University has clear goals and ambitions, it is important to point out that 

firstly, these may be unrealistic expectations for an institution that is committed to 

maintaining national pride in terms of language. Secondly, although these aims are 

achievable, there is no mention of how both native and foreign students’ needs will be 

accommodated. Thirdly, the effects of the workload that comes with the navigation between 

two languages on top of the curriculum requirements and finally, emotional and cognitive toll 

that it takes on the students.  
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Furthermore, the simultaneous parallel code does not only affect foreign students, it 

also has a negative effect on native students as they transition from all Icelandic material 

secondary schooling to almost all English material tertiary education. Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir 

states, as Icelandic official language of education and medium of instruction in public 

schools, there is no acknowledgement nor support for the same students when they move on 

to tertiary level where much of their work will be conducted in English (Birna 

Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir 2018, chapter 8, p. 147). A discussion on the faculty 

postlist focused on students’ inability to comprehend and use ‘proper’ Icelandic in tests, 

concludes “the fact that input was mostly in English might affect students’ ability to present 

output in Icelandic” (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir 2018, chapter 8, p.148). 

It can be very difficult and confusing to navigate between two languages, therefore reading 

textbooks in English and providing excellent output in Icelandic could be demanding than 

expected.  

Moreover, Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir (2010) conducted a study in 

which they focused on how students coped with the system as they have to constantly 

negotiate meaning between a receptive language (English) and productive language 

(Icelandic). They developed the following research questions: To what extent do students at 

the University of Iceland perceive that they are prepared to access the curriculum in English? 

What effects do they believe using English has on their academic work? What effects do 

students believe it has on their academic output when the input is in English (Fabricious and 

Preisler 2015, chapter. p.149). The findings show that overall native students felt prepared to 

study the curriculum in English at University, it was an advantage that the curriculum was in 

English (a small percentage of students said it caused constraints) and a great number of 

students said that their workload increased having to navigate between two languages (p. 

150-151). The similarities that can be found in both native and foreign students is that they 

work twice as hard than students who only have to focus on a single language. Naturally this 

takes a toll on their cognitive wellbeing and more energy and time is invested into translating 

between the languages instead of learning and understanding core material.  

As mentioned previously, University of Iceland aims to be recognized internationally 

but possibly fails to address the flaw in its policies and strategies. There is a wide gap 

between courses taught in English and the ones in which only English textbooks are used and 

medium of instruction is Icelandic. The bigger the gap remains; the University possibly risks 

grooming more unhappy and unsatisfied students.  
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3.4 Summary  

 
From this section, it can be deduced that while English is a significant global commodity that 

provides people with different opportunities, connects different people, and makes other parts 

of the world reachable through the internet, its spread is a difficult subject for many. In the 

case of Iceland, there seems to be a struggle between staying loyal to and maintaining 

national identity and the need to be recognized internationally especially at higher education 

level. In some respects, the nation has divided opinions on the importance and influence of 

English. Unquestionably, on a business and educational level English use is encouraged while 

institutions such as the Icelandic language council holds on to purist practices. This section 

shows that people who mostly suffer are university students, because it is difficult to keep up 

with the dual language system or simultaneous parallel code. Native students’ struggles stem 

from inadequate secondary school English preparation, whereas foreign students struggle 

with the inability to study what they truly want to because of the language barrier that they 

face. Idea of a parallel code is cognitively demanding because students are expected to read 

English material and produce output in Icelandic. 
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4 Internationalization and Academic Freedom 
 

Internationalization makes it possible for students from all around the world to 

collaborate with universities in Europe where English is not prioritized and it allows students 

to have the opportunities that may have seem impossible many years prior. This chapter will 

discuss the international collaboration of the University of Iceland, how well the process of 

internationalization is received and whether it works in cohesion with the policies and 

strategies of the university. Furthermore, this chapter will identify and argue the 

discrepancies found in the strategic plans of the University of Iceland and how it does not 

reflect the reality of international and students and the obstacles they face once enrolled at the 

university. Further in the chapter, there is a personal account of what I have experienced as a 

foreign student at the University of Reykjavík and the choices or (lack thereof) that led me to 

the University of Iceland. Lastly, the term ‘academic freedom’ is discussed, what it means 

and how difficult it is when students have limited study programs to choose from as a result 

of the language barrier that they face.  

 

4.1 Internationalization  

Due to internationalization universities are slowly introducing more courses taught in 

English to attract foreign students. According to Kim (2009) “internationalization is the 

integration of an international/intercultural dimension into all the activities of a university, 

including teaching, research and service functions” (as cited in Brynja Halldórsdóttir & 

Gollifer 2018, p.3). In addition, an increasing number of universities are offering study 

programs in English to attract international students and using English as a language of 

instruction furthers the process of internationalizing universities and increases diversity 

(Fabricius and Preisler 2015, chapter 4, p. 56). The process of internationalization brings 

about changes within the student population as there is a growing number of immigrants as 

well as exchange students at all universities.  

Brynja Halldórsdóttir and Gollifer (2018) conducted a study in which they question 

the strategic policies of the University of Iceland, whether they are inclusive of immigrant 

students and its aims at internationalization. Their findings indicates that although the 

University of Iceland promotes internationalization through its policies and strategies it does 

not reflect and attend sufficiently to the changing demographic of the students. Consequently, 
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both international and immigrant students face similar challenges of feeling left out in 

relation to their study programs (Brynja Halldórsdóttir & Susan Gollifer 2018, p.8). In 

addition, an interesting finding brought up by Halldórsdóttir & Kjaran (2018) suggests that it 

is not only undergraduate students who experience and see the inequities in university 

policies and strategies. For example, foreign MA students who have been living in Iceland for 

a great length of time, with a great amount of proficiency in Icelandic as well as those who do 

not speak Icelandic often feel excluded in classrooms and have to make extra effort to be 

included in classroom and social situations (as cited in Brynja Halldórsdottir & Susan 

Gollifer, page 8). The inability to take part in classroom activities and discussion due to 

language barrier may have a negative impact not only on academic performance, but students 

may experience feelings of lack of belonging. 

 

4.2. Personal experience 

My own experience when first applying to university is indicative of the negative 

effects of the simultaneous parallel code and what it can do to students mentally and 

emotionally. Right after high school I knew what I wanted to study and I was ready and eager 

to achieve my goals however, it was not as simple as I had imagined it to be. The first time I 

applied for the Business Administration program at the University of Reykjavík, my 

application was rejected on the grounds that I did not have enough background in Icelandic. 

The response was , “we unfortunately can not accept your application to our program in 

Business. We recommend that you take all courses (levels) at Mímir in 

Icelandic http://www.mimir.is/study-icelandic/ and then submit a new application”. At that 

point I had completed three levels at Mimir and I was disappointed by the fact that, that was 

not enough. I was further advised to take more courses at Mimir and have at least 5 levels 

complete. Without second thought I went back to Mimir and started looking for jobs that 

would require me to practice my Icelandic speaking skills. Successfully, a year later I applied 

again and this time my application was accepted. However, the preparation at Mimir was 

only enough to understand day-to-day conversations and I learned that the hard way. The 

reality indicates that couple of years of Icelandic preparation does not make up for the 

academic Icelandic required to write exams and assignments. Mimir and other language 

learning institutions for foreigners are heavily focused on preparing people for interpersonal 

use of the target language and focus on what people need in order to communicate within the 

society. Unfortunately, this knowledge does not fulfill academic functions, as a result I 

http://www.mimir.is/study-icelandic/
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performed inadequately. Following the realization that I am unable to perform at my best 

with the limited academic Icelandic, I wrote an email to the head of the department. I pleaded 

to retake the exams in English but I received another no. I kept asking my teachers if it was 

an impossible request to have an exam set up in English, to accommodate one student. The 

response was that it is against the general school policy and therefore I was not going to be 

the exception.  However, there was another alternative of applying for the English degree at 

the University of Iceland and I decided to do that, which is where I am at today. Every year I 

contemplate whether my studies are enough. I doubt that I will take on a career in this area of 

expertise. Meanwhile, I keep pushing my limits and perform exceptionally hoping someday 

when I look back at my grades and graduate first class it would mean and spark something 

within me and convince me that this is what I am meant to be putting my energy into. The 

next chapter describes in detail the Icelandic knowledge and competence that students need, 

the knowledge that I was lacking when I applied to the University of Reykjavík. 

 

 

4.3 Icelandic preparatory courses and competence levels 

To be competent means that you have acquired the skills and the knowledge of 

carrying out a task and that you do it successfully. When foreign students apply for studies at 

any University in Iceland they are advised to take preparatory Icelandic courses because these 

programs require a certain level of competence in the language. Through my own experience, 

I have learned that it is important that this preparation must be as extensive as possible. 

Otherwise, inadequate preparation will not be beneficial in the long term in regards to exams 

in general and research papers. Following this preparation comes the expectation that 

students have acquired communicative and linguistic competence over the course of two to 

three years. Native students sometimes also struggle with academic Icelandic because the 

transition from secondary school to university can be difficult in terms of producing output in 

Icelandic (Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir 2018, chapter 8, p.148), but there is 

an unrealistic expectation of foreign students to master the language during the 3 years of 

preparation. Research on second language acquisition by Ting-Toomey (2012), shows that to 

be able to perform adequately in an academic setting, students need at least six to eight years 

of language study, whereas everyday conversational skills develop quicker (as cited in Brynja 

Halldórsdóttir & Gollifer 2013, p. 3). Therefore, foreign language institutions such as Mímir, 

where students could receive Icelandic preparatory courses are beneficial for communicative 
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skills but are not sufficient to survive at university. People need communicative competence 

for day-to-day conversations, making appointments, ordering a table, surviving and fitting in 

social situations. However, it is not enough that foreign students rely on that knowledge to 

survive difficult academic requirements.  

In addition, linguistic competence holds more depth than communicative competence 

when examined in terms of academic language. It is the “knowledge of the specific 

components and levels of a language, and knowledge that is required for their appropriate use 

in communicative activities” (Saville-Troike, p.134). What sets the University apart from an 

Institution such as Mímir is that it focuses on preparing students to be linguistically 

competent. However, two to three years of communicative Icelandic is not enough 

preparation to tackle exams, assignments and most importantly research papers. 

 

4.4 Discrepancy in Language Policy 

As stated in chapter 2, the Icelandic universities have set in place policies that on 

paper seem to be accommodating foreign students but the reality presents itself otherwise. 

According to Birna Arnbjörnsdóttir and Hafdís Ingvarsdóttir (2018), there is a clear 

dissonance between the policies and the reality of the linguistic context of higher education in 

Iceland (p. 147). The larger question is how much effort are the universities putting into 

accommodating and supporting foreign/international students when there is a strict language 

rule? Are their needs truly being met? One of the policies that show inconsistency within the 

university laws states “where international students are permitted to take courses taught in 

Icelandic in accordance with the course catalogue, teaching staff shall seek to accommodate 

them, although without changing the teaching language” (University of lceland language 

policy, n.d.).  

The first problem with this part of the policy is that the university openly collaborates 

with international schools and provides exchange programs, but the students are expected to 

sit through lectures taught in Icelandic while they do not speak or understand the language. 

Consequently, creating an environment of constant Google translating during lectures, 

demotivation, limited attendance and eventually students dropping courses. Secondly, the 

responsibility is placed in the hands of teachers that may or may not want to accommodate 

students’ needs because students are explicitly told in advance that the language of teaching 

is Icelandic. Similarly, research on internationalization and lack of inclusivity of (im)migrant 

students found that students can request to take exams and submit assignments in English 
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when they pursue classes taught in Icelandic according to the school policies, however, 

teachers can refuse such requests (Brynja Halldórsdóttir & Gollifer 2013, p.12). This 

questions whether the teachers are not willing to go the extra mile and accommodate foreign 

students who may need help and why they may not be willing to do so. However, it is a 

question of whether teachers are supported and given the resources to do so.   

Furthermore, the language policy at the University of Iceland states that mandatory 

undergraduate and postgraduate studies shall all be taught in Icelandic, except language 

courses and English programs. This suggests that international and foreign students who are 

not proficient in academic Icelandic have a limited list of programs to choose from and they 

are restricted to language programs only. It may further imply that from the variety of courses 

at the university, international students are only “suited” to take language courses which may 

result in a negative shift in students’ energy and creativity. All their energy and time is 

invested in language courses rather than what many want to study and focus on. Furthermore, 

it is not only during the first years of university that students face this challenge, the same is 

expected at postgraduate level and sometimes beyond.  

Similarly, the University of Akureyri language policy states that the language of 

instruction for exchange students is Icelandic (University of Akureyri, n.d.). Whether 

students have some Icelandic knowledge or not , it is no exception and this may cause 

students to feel excluded.   

International collaboration means accommodating the needs of students’ visiting the 

host country, aid and support their learning, instead students need to “juggle various 

linguistic and cultural demands during their exchange period” (Fabricious & Preisler 2015, 

chapter 4, p. 56-57). The reality is that students are struggling and the policies presented on 

paper do not accommodate the students as they should. All universities engage in 

internationalization but fail to provide the necessary resources to make this process beneficial 

for students. Finally, as chapter 2 points out, University of Reykjavík is an international 

university but at the same time undergraduate degrees are taught in Icelandic. It is a question 

of whether or not the word ‘international’ is miscommunicated or if international only applies 

to masters programs and beyond.  

 

4.5 What does Academic freedom mean in a parallel code system? 

It may seem that students have the ability to make study choices without constraint 

because there is a variety of programs to choose from, giving room for exploration and self 
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discovery. On the contrary the reality foreign students are faced with may not reflect this 

freedom. Academic freedom is defined as: 

the freedom of teachers and students to teach, study and pursue knowledge and 

research without unreasonable interference or restrictions from law, institutional 

regulations or public pressure. For students, the basic element include the freedom to 

study subjects that concern them and to form conclusions for themselves and express 

their opinions. (The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, 2020) 

The latter part of this definition indicates among other factors that students should have the 

freedom to be creative, focus on their interests and choose studies that drive their passion. 

Similarly, the University of Iceland describes this concept as “the cornerstone of the 

University, promoting critical thinking, a creative pursuit of knowledge, tolerance and 

progress” (Strategy of the University of Iceland 2016-2021, p. 4). However, there is 

continued inconsistency with the language policy the university has set and the values and 

goals it shows on the outside. Foreign students who are not interested in language courses 

should be allowed and given the freedom to make choices according to their dreams and 

aspirations. However, when there is a constant battle between the language of instruction and 

the education the students deserve, their freedom of choice is limited. Foreign students do not 

enjoy this freedom because their window of creativity is limited which makes it difficult for 

them to express themselves and their creativity.   

Despite the problems, there have been positive improvements in other study programs 

within the University of Iceland. There are few other programs that do not completely require 

proficiency in Icelandic and in a way challenges conventional university structures that are 

putting students at a disadvantage because of their cultural and academic backgrounds, i.e the 

International Studies in Education Programme (ISEP) at the University of Iceland. Despite 

the policies set in place it provides increased opportunities for a diverse group of students and 

it is inclusive of those who do not have a western educational background and most 

importantly those with insufficient language skills to pursue a degree at the university of 

Iceland (Books at al. 2010 as cited in Brynja Halldórsdóttir & Susan Gollifer 2013,p. 10). 

Although ISEP may seem promising, it is not without disadvantages. As with all the other 

programs at the University of Iceland (outside of the language programs), Jóhannson (2017) 

says, “ISEP students are limited to courses taught in English, which in the past few years 

have dropped in number, partly because of decreased funding for the University from the 

government (as cited in Brynja Halldórsdóttir & Gollifer 2013, p. 12). The reoccurring 

problem is the lack of courses taught in English, which leaves students with no choice but to 
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drop certain programs and take language courses instead. This could result in lack of 

inclusivity because students are from different educational and cultural backgrounds, but this 

should not be a driving force at any level of education.  

Furthermore, the problem goes beyond the struggles of foreign students because 

native students are also finding it difficult to navigate the simultaneous parallel code. 

Although, there are no exceptions at the undergraduate level, the university could offer more 

if not all courses could be taught in English at master’s level and beyond. This is a crucial 

time in a student’s academic career and their main focus should be acquiring their degrees 

and not try and figure out ways to tackle the academic Icelandic language on top of that.  

While it may be admirable to see a nation protecting its language identity and culture, 

there is a dire need to recognize the discrepancies between language policy and what may 

seem as an accommodation of international students and the global community as a whole. 

Hallfríður Þórarinsdottir (2011) states that “university professors in favor of offering courses 

in English argue that it attracts international students and prepares the Icelandic students for 

participating in international relations, thus making them more competitive (p. 385). The 

university could encourage and push forward this notion because at the end of the day 

English influence is inevitable and remains powerful. Additionally, it would be best to 

recognize and make use of the benefits of the English language instead of trying to stop its 

dominance by refusing to provide the necessary resources for foreign/international students. 

Finally, there is a growing number of immigrants in Iceland and it calls for the use of English 

as a lingua franca in everyday communication.  

All things considered, some people may ask why students do not dedicate their time 

to pursue an Icelandic degree which may be the easy solution. However, Icelandic is not a 

global language, English is and it provides endless opportunities on an international level.  
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4.6 Summary 

This chapter points at internationalization as the starting point and the attraction of 

international/foreign students to Icelandic universities. Through this process the universities 

are realizing and accommodating the use of English as a lingua franca therefore offering 

more single English courses that are mostly within language programs. Further on, 

discrepancies are found in the strategic policies of the University of Iceland and the chapter 

argues that these policies do not reflect the reality international students face. Similarly, 

University of Iceland strategic policies state that foreign and exchange students will be 

permitted to take courses taught in Icelandic and that teachers shall assist them, but the 

language of instruction shall remain the same. This means that students must sit through 

lectures that they do not understand and rely on teachers that may choose not to assist them 

because they do not have the necessary resources to do so. To conclude the chapter, academic 

freedom does not seem as black and white as having the ability to make choices without 

constraint because international and foreign students suffer the constraints of Icelandic 

proficiency. Therefore, students are always at a disadvantage with the limited number of 

study programs they could choose from. It may be concluded that the simultaneous parallel 

allows very little to no academic freedom to the students who lack the necessary resources, 

i.e. Icelandic.  
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5 Conclusion 
 
This review has examined the struggles that foreign and international students face at 

Icelandic universities. The review discusses the language policies of the University of 

Akureyri, University of Iceland and Reykjvavík University which are aimed at protecting and 

maintaining Icelandic as the main official language. As a result of these policies, international 

students find themselves faced with the challenge of inadequate resources to pursue study 

programs that require extensive Icelandic preparation. In addition, these institutions have a 

moral duty to their nation to uphold the Icelandic language and identity and therefore 

prioritize the use of Icelandic at schools. However, there seems to be an ongoing struggle 

between fulfilling this duty in a world of English dominance and how fast English is 

spreading in Iceland especially among the younger generation.  

Through the process of internationalization these universities are able to collaborate 

with international universities thus making a name on an international level which is one of 

the main objectives. However, there is an inadequate amount of measures taken to 

accomodate the use of English at higher education institutions. From the information 

gathered in this review there are single English courses provided for exchange students, a full 

English degree (at the University of Iceland) and almost all English textbooks (90%). Outside 

of the English BA, one of the few the programs that do not entirely require Icelandic 

proficiency is the International Studies in Education Progamme at the University of Iceland.  

At this moment in time there is not much that these institutions have done because the 

language of instruction, examinations and assignments remain to be Icelandic and there are 

very few programs and courses provided in English at both undergraduate and masters levels. 

In the meantime, there is a failure to recognize that the students are truly struggling to keep 

up with the parallel code system, therefore the creative pursuit of knowledge seems 

unattainable at this moment. Both foreign and native students are finding in difficult to 

navigate between English and Icelandic because it can be difficult to remember course 

material. This review is written in hopes to add awareness around the issues of inadequate 

resources for foreign students and provision of more study programs taught in English at 

master’s level.  
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